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Spotlight on French animation

Over the past decade, animation has spearheaded French artistic creation, and has
become a great international ambassador of the “French touch”.

From the worldwide success of Despicable Me to the Oscar-nominations of The Red Turtle
and My Life as a Zucchini, French animation has achieved international recognition.

Key figures:

• France ranks as the third country in the world for the production of animated films
• Over 65% of current audiences of French animated films live outside France
• It is the most sold genre of French audio-visual programs
• Nearly 100 French animated movies were released between 2005 and 2017
• 3 French schools rank among the top ten animation schools in the world

In addition, short films are an increasingly popular laboratory for French animation, and
video games, webseries and youth programs have enjoyed worldwide recognition.
Lastly, virtual reality is the most recent field where French animation artists are
demonstrating their talent.

Despite top-tier international recognition, many works are still relatively unknown to US
audiences and FIAF wants to react to the growing interest in French programs. The
festival aims at presenting, for the first time, the diversity of French animation,
particularly to adult audiences.
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FIAF is thrilled to present, in partnership with some of the most prestigious
institutions in the field of animation, the first ever New York festival dedicated
to French animation.

Under the patronage of the French novelist, Marc Levy we will present a varied,
ambitious, innovative and interactive festival program with:

- Short and feature films for all audiences, with a focus on teen and adult movies
- Interactive programs around virtual reality and video games
- Hands-on workshops
- Panel discussions with professionals from France and the US.

Award-winning director Michael Dudok de Wit will be our guest of honor. We are
inviting top talent including Jean Reno, Terry Gilliam, Serge Elissalde and
creators from DreamWorks, Gaumont and Illumination Mac Guff to participate
in the first edition of this festival.

The festival – February 2-6, 2018
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Film and TV screenings*

Opening night

To launch the festival, FIAF will present the US premiere of an exceptional new French
animated feature-length film. The highlight-anticipated Zombillénium (2017) and its director
Arthur de Pins are being invited.

3D films

To highlight the uniqueness of animated 3D cinema, a screening of award-winning Minuscule
(2015) will be followed by a conversation on 3D animation techniques with professionals. FIAF
will also present for short films in 3D partnership with the festival Courant 3D.

French TV series and web-series

Introducing US audiences to the diversity of the French TV landscape, FIAF would like to show
the most successful TV series such as The Last Man, Fish N’Chips, Raving Rabbids… FIAF has
invited the US premiere of Non-Non, a series in post-production whose release is greatly
anticipated by animation enthusiasts.

Feature and short films for adults and kids

This screening series aims to give a global overview of the French animated film landscape.
The classic and recently restored Wild Planet (1973), U (2006), Loulou and the other wolves
(2003) and a program on animation trailblazers will be screened in partnership with the
French Film Archives (CNC). In partnership with the Institut Français, FIAF will also present the
best short films from the Annecy festival.

* Provisional program to date
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Workshops and interactive spaces*

Virtual reality
Thanks to a partnership with Samsung, FIAF will offer a 360° virtual reality space showcasing
masterpieces such as The Temptation of St Anthony, a voyage into the 1501 painting by Jérôme
Bosch, and Kinoscope, a project created for the Cinematheque Francaise which recounts the
history of French cinema. Access to the latest VR technology, combined with stunning animation
will be a key draw for festival audiences.

Video games
FIAF will present interactive workshops around video games: one on Ascent Spirit, a new,
strategic game where the spectator is transported by balloon to a sacred mountain in Tibet; lastly,
one on Invisible Hours, a Clue-style crime game where the player can become the different
characters of a murder mystery in order to find the guilty party.

Pipeline workshop: La Tortue Rouge
This workshop will give audiences the opportunity to meet Michael Dudok de Wit, director of
The Red Turtle and honorary festival guest. An outstanding example of international
collaboration, this Franco-Belgian-Japanese film has received awards worldwide, including a 2017
Oscar nomination. The workshop will invite participants to discover the process of making an
animated film.

Dubbing workshop
In this interactive workshop, the audience will have the opportunity to dub their favorite
animated characters.

Augmented reality
A competition has been launched in France to create drawings in augmented reality around the
theme Angoulême-New York. The best drawings will be featured at the festival and one will be
selected to serve as the festival’s poster and used in all marketing material. The mobile
application will be available to all festival goers to participate in this unique augmented reality
experience, the first of its kind in NY.

* Provisional program to date
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Special partnerships

To bring this exceptional event to life, FIAF will partner with numerous prestigious institutions.

1. Festivals

FIAF will collaborate with the most prestigious film festivals in France, such as the Annecy International Animation Film Festival, the
short film festival of Clermont-Ferrand and the Courant 3D festival, to show a selection of their best programs.

2. The city of Angoulême and the region of New-Aquitaine

Through a special collaboration with the city of Angoulême and Pôle Image Magélis, we will honor the region’s rich studio and animation
school ecosystem, a true hub of French animation. We also will present their flagship creations: feature films, TV series, video games and
virtual reality projects.

3. NewYork City Universities

We will organize masterclasses and panels with animation professionals from the School of Visual Arts, the Pratt Institute, New York
University, as well as special programs (screenings and workshops) with students of the French Lycée in NewYork.

The following partners are also confirmed or in discussion:
• 2d 3d Animations • EMCA (Ecole des Métiers du Cinéma d’Animation)
• AFCA (French association of animated cinema) • Festival Courant 3D
• Animation Nights NewYork • Prima Linea productions
• CNC (National Council of Cinematography) • SolidAnim
• Cultural Services of the French Embassy • Unifrance
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Festival locations

The festival events will happen mostly at FIAF venues, except the off-site workshops and panels. We are proud to use our beautiful
spaces to host these special events: our Florence Gould theater will feature screenings and discussions, while our two multi-purpose
venues will welcome guests for workshops and opening/closing nights.

Our state-of-the-art theater, the Florence Gould Hall (360 seats) Tinker Auditorium, a multi-use and convivial space (100 seated, 350 standing)

Our elegant reception room, Le Skyroom (100 seated, 225 standing)
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About FIAF

FIAF is a not-for-profit, non-governmental organization founded by American
Francophiles. Our mission is to create innovative and unique programs in education
and the arts exploring the evolving diversity and richness of French cultures.

FIAF is one of the largest and most respected centers of French-American
activities in the United States, widely known as the home of New York’s only art
center dedicated to French and Francophone culture, New York’s foremost French
language school, and the leading all-French library in the country.

Each year, more than 100,000 people from the greater New York region enjoy FIAF’s
wide array of cultural, artistic, educational, and lifestyle events and programs,
including:

 High-profile Cultural Programs – FIAF offers privileged access to iconic stars
from the fields of performing arts, gastronomy, fashion, and cinema, including
two internationally-recognized annual festivals

 Distinguished French Language Instruction – FIAF is the largest French
language school in North America and is New York’s leading provider of French
language classes, with over 6,000 students and 250+ course offerings annually

 Upscale Receptions – FIAF also hosts VIP guests in private post-performance
receptions and intimate dinners with noted performers, celebrities and
directors
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FIAF serves an extensive community of more than 100,000 New Yorkers who share an affinity 
for French cultures, language and destinations. This community includes:

• 72,000 weekly e-newsletter recipients

• 6,000 students enrolled in more than 250 courses each year

• 4,000 additional active members (including 1,300 Family and Youth Members; and 

1,000 Corporate, Executive, and Premier Members)

• 25,000 programming calendar readers 

• 30,000 film, theater, music, and literary event-goers

• 25,000+ fans on Facebook, 7,000+ followers on Twitter, 3,500+ followers on Instagram

The majority of FIAF community members are urban, professional adults ages 24-55 who are 

affluent, well-educated, and interested in arts, travel, and all things French.

• 65% Female; 35% Male

• 72% American; 8% French; 20% Other

• 66% Manhattan residents; 21% Other boroughs; 13% “Tri-state area”

• 90% college educated; 53% with graduate or professional degrees

• 52% attend three or more cultural events per month

Our impressive audience consists of FIAF members and students, influential bloggers and 

press, and business executives.

Our Audiences



We hope to build an ambitious and creative partnership for this exceptional event at FIAF, and truly hope you will join us!

For partnership opportunities and additional information, please contact:

Catherine Baumann
Director of Development
Phone: + 1 646-388-6680

Email: cbaumann@fiaf.org

Delphine Selles-Alvarez
Film Curator

Phone: + 1 646-388-6619
Email: dsellesalvarez@fiaf.org

Catherine Lamairesse
Special projects – based in Paris

Phone : +33 (0)6 95 07 77 15
Email: lamairesse@aol.com

www.fiaf.org 10

Partnership opportunities


